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Block, Louis.   “Rebecca Warren: V.” The Brooklyn Rail, May 2021.

The English lung is derived from an early German 

phrase for “the light organ”—so named because 

in a stewing pot of offal, lungs float while the rest 

sinks. Lungs are airy in both life and death, holding 

vital atmosphere then bloating with putrid gas; 

it’s no wonder their inner workings resemble trees 

caught up in a cycle of decomposition and rebirth. 

So, rounding the modulating volumes of Rebecca 

Warren’s bronzes, there is a sensation of halted 

breath, as if each successive facet of the sculptures 

represents petrification in a different register, from 

taxidermy to grand monuments. Their sensitively 

touched surfaces, like the dabs of color in Childe 

Hassam’s flag paintings, are acknowledgements of 

wind, stubbornly permanent.

Warren’s forms live somewhere between dimension 

and flatness, curling and wagging in profile view as if 

they could become inflated; but they are cast in heavy 

metal, and pigments drip down their faces like guano 

on a lone roost out at sea. Jumper (all works 2020) is 

optimistically skybound: a cow turning its nose to the 

sun or a toe mid-kick on the dancefloor, while Kutoff 

is weighed down by its drippy maw, evidence of either 

satiation or a crippling wound. Warren is comfortable in this anthropomorphic 

register, where each visible touch only bolsters a piece’s animated energy. The 

titular sculpture braces the viewer with its shield-like front, but then, the form 
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curls and darkens into its stem around the side, so that the whole thing is caught in an act of 

metamorphosis. And what an appropriate title: V., its intersecting lines like two branches extending 

from the center or limbs collapsing into loam, migratory birds crossing overhead or a raptor’s 

dive into the ocean. The viewer becomes a celestial body, circling the subject and subjecting it to 

time, a verdant shoot growing tall, then blackened by necrosis, and rising again out of the dirt. The 

skinniness of Warren’s sculptures allows for multiple lives; stepping around them and blinking 

creates a visceral zoetrope.

If these are lungs on pedestals, then their spongy tissue seems used, prodded, and wrung out. Sibyl 

is the only piece that strays from the organic, and it is more like a garment or flag caught on a limb 

than a sentient being. Its rectangle acts as a canvas for Warren’s graffito, a circle crossed through 

by a diagonal line. Other works are decorated with small characters: circles, arcs, and slashes, but 

their meaning is immediately subsumed by surface—heat winning out over gesture and gravity so 

that the picture plane is always mottled. The reckoning of mark with form is most accomplished in 

The Visitors, where black and white lines stumble up the lengths of two slender columns. The lines’ 

strange harmony seems to invoke the proto-alphabet of cavemen in a way that the other marks 

don’t; when the gestures conform to their substrate, they are effective, but when they begin to 

ideate, they seem to dissolve.

Warren has a long history of working with doubles and with the imperfection of repeats, both in 

the infinite variation of hand building and in the confusion of editioning when cast forms are hand 

painted. In The Territory, two bronze casts rest on identical towers of crates-become-pedestals, 

deviating only in their patinas of clay and pigment on wood. As for the bronzes, which look like 
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flattened lobes or flags at half mast, their surfaces are crisscrossed by brushstrokes of blue, black, 

and sienna. What are these imperfect twins? Windsocks, compass needles, or—like Felix Gonzalez-

Torres’s “Untitled” (Perfect Lovers) (1991)—markers of difference? Is the body present in the air 

between, busy stacking those boxes and painting the bronze? After all, assemblages seem arbitrary 

until they are doubled.

Primeval and metamorphic, this language is a departure for Warren, and represents a new way 

of engaging with the body. Where her former sculptures were concerned with the grotesque, and 

touch was an incessant reminder of the distorting gaze transforming every bulbous outcropping 

into breast or phallus, these forms are more intimate. Warren’s desire to create alien shapes is so 

intense that she has removed all exterior markers of the human body; but imagination fails to create 

a new paradigm for life, and organic shapes retain their associations with the body. This is what 

convinces me of the forms’ interiority: stripped of all appearances, they are undeniably human. Like 

skin, color lays atop feeling, and the slowly shifting volumes of bodies breathe in and out, creating 

lightness in a heavy medium.
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Taplin, Robert.   “Making Modernism Her Own: Rebecca Warren at Matthew Marks.” Artcritical, April 8, 2021.

The nine relatively small bronzes in Rebecca 
Warren’s current exhibition hold the generous 
spaces at the Matthew Marks Gallery with 
remarkable authority. Warren has taken the 
traditions of modernist sculpture and turned them 
to her own purposes. The bronzes are roughly 
modelled and painted in a manner reminiscent of 
Giacometti or more recently, Bryan Hunt or William 
Tucker. The shapes are mostly a loosely planar 
leaf or pod suspended from a stem or trunk. The 
primary shape droops or waves or slumps with an 
extra support and, in one case, has a hole in it. 
Several of the pieces look like a placenta still on an 
umbilical cord or a piece of underwater plant life. 
They are all energetically painted on the raw bronze 
with lots of blues, white, and sparing amounts of 
red and green, often employing drippy vertical lines 
in contrasting colors and an occasional crude circle 
or oblong. One piece, titled “A Glyph,” has what 
could be read as a snowy landscape with a door or 
window painted on one side.
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Warren has also adapted Brancusi’s innovation of giving the pedestal nearly equal status with the 
sculpture. Each of her pieces has a precisely designed pedestal, constructed of MDF and painted in 
pastel shades of salmon or in one instance  a deep brown. The pedestals are like miniature stages 
or desks, with sometimes a small step in front or a backsplash in the rear. They set the piece at a 
precise height and assert their frontality, while encouraging a backstage view. As with David Smith, 
the edge view is active but subordinate. Two pieces are doubles, using two identical or similar casts 
set side by side. To this viewer’s eye, they are less successful but they do help to round out the 
show and hold the space.

As Postmodernism recedes in the rearview mirror, it is quite thrilling to see a sculptor forthrightly 
embrace the modernist tradition and make it her own, and in such a stylish fashion. “The only way 
out is through” rings true.
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Flags at half-staff, Neolithic axes, drooping 
roses, and human figures can all be found 
in—or, at least, projected onto—Warren’s 
new hand-painted bronzes, on view at the 
Matthew Marks gallery. The British sculptor’s 
touch is fresh and noncommittal (she models 
the objects in clay first), and the nine pieces 
here might have been made yesterday, found 
on Mars, or recovered from a dig. (The artist 
is clearly aware of her modernist forebears, 
such as Giacometti, but her attitude toward 
them feels blithely referential, rather than 
reverential.) The choice of brown and petal-
pink pedestals—objects so specific that they 
read as minimalist sculptures in their own 
right—is a love match with the pieces that 
they support. Warren has been working 
along similar lines for almost three decades, 
juxtaposing haptic modelled forms and sleeker 
methods of display; here, she reaches new 
heights of unfussy grace. The glossy multicolor 
surfaces of her bronzes render them almost 
as sumptuous as they are aloof—gifts from 
an untroubled, unconscious mind.— Johanna 
Fateman (matthewmarks.com)
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Time has vindicated the art world’s longworn prejudice against clay as craft. 

These days, one sees it everywhere—throughout Chelsea, the LES, and Brooklyn 

galleries; center stage at the profusion of art fairs and biennials; as the subject 

of major retrospectives and museum exhibitions; and especially entrenched 

within the studio practices of emerging and mid-career artists. To put it 

bluntly, clay is hot. Few are as adept, however, at working with the material’s 

libidinous qualities as British artist Rebecca Warren. Featuring two of her wall 

vitrine sculptures as well as a fresh cadre of free-standing forms, Why do Birds 

Suddenly Appear? is Warren’s first solo show in the U.S. in over four years, and 

arguably also one of her best.

The loci of the show are eight 

slender, totemic sculptures whose 

lumpen surfaces have been hand-

fashioned in clay, cast in bronze, 

then painted and modified by 

Warren. Their implied reference to 

bodies in space—part Giacometti, 

part Bourgeois—is undeniable, 

registered in the work’s attenuated 

“limbs,” bulbous protrusions, and 

various misshapen silhouettes that 

reach, at times, as high as 9 feet 

into the air. Ranging in hue from 

fleshy pinks to deep lavenders 

and a variety of indigo tints, and 

including painterly references such 

as grid formations and wet-into-wet 

brushwork, Warren reveals each 

piece’s individual characteristics, 

sometimes humorous, at others art historical, as a means of lightening the 

burden of material solemnity. “Basquiat” (2014), is painted almost completely 
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green, a thin white line running down the center seam of the sculpture. About 

half way down, a large rounded breast abruptly protrudes from the otherwise 

phallic shape, its voluptuous fullness a sexually charged antagonist to the 

heroism ascribed to Neo-expressionist painting. “Ooo” (2014), takes a slightly 

different position, its contiguous blend of free-flowing painterly drips and plush 

blue pom-pom content to exist as they stand—free from art historical reference 

and basking in sheer, unmediated materiality.

While these recent standing works maintain specific references to the artist’s 

well-known earlier figurations (earning her a Turner Prize nomination in 

2006), the new pieces embrace a more sophisticated and refined quality 

without sacrificing that same air of whimsy and humor. As always, Warren is 

not afraid to get her hands messy and her material handling of the psychically 

charged spaces of the id and the ego, the feminine and the masculine, imagos 

and logos, maintains the improvisatory, even rebellious nature of clay while 

couching the medium within the larger traditions of painting, sculpture, and 

space.

These same interests appear in other works on view, particularly the diptych 

wall relief, “You are Quiet, I Will Be Too” (2014). Here, Warren turns 

her attention away from overt material concerns to wrestle with issues 

of identification and spatial relationships. Not dissimilar to Carol Bove’s 

investigations into the conditional arrangement of objects and their attendant 

readings or Rachel Harrison’s cryptically charged assemblages, Warren 

juxtaposes quotidian materials such as pom-poms and paper on two bifurcated, 

narrow steel shelves. Slender vertical strips with pom-poms attached offset the 

extreme horizontality of the relief, and inject a level of intimacy and private 

speculation alluded to in the title of the work. “Autumn Winter” (2014), on the 

other hand, exudes the stark aura of minimalist concerns, its only tell the tiny 

white pom-pom that interrupts the 2.75-inches-wide plank of wood that hovers, 

ghostly, over an even thinner plinth of vertically leaning steel. Also a diptych, 

and positioned almost directly opposite “You are Quiet,” the piece acts as a 

counterbalance to the aforementioned’s sensitivity and grace.

Two final objects, “The Glasses I” and “The Glasses II” (both 2014), round out 

the language of opposition that underscores the thematic content of the show. 

The two hulking boulders, both painted bronze, act as mobile interlopers in the 

otherwise ethereal setting of the space. Each object is displayed on an untreated 

wooden platform with wheels, their implied weight offset by the mobility of 

the base support. Herein resides the balletic encounter between form and 

structure, figure/ground, object and idea: one can only know the former 

through the presence of the latter, Warren seems to say. A philosophical stance 

this show proves seductively difficult to deny.
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